Kinos Axiom® Total Ankle System

First Biomechanically
Accurate Ankle Replacement
Biomimetic Design Restores Natural Range of Motion
The Kinos Axiom® Total Ankle System increases patient satisfaction by improving
implant function and life expectancy via biomimetic articulating surfaces, which
mimics the biomechanics of the native ankle joint. The range of motion of the ankle
joint occurs in the three anatomic planes.1 The Kinos Axiom implant construct
recreates this natural motion. The talar implant internally rotates relative to the tibia
with plantarflexion, and externally rotates with dorsiflexion. This “coupled motion”
recreates that of a healthy ankle joint during normal gait.
The biomimetic surface allows for independent inversion and eversion motion
throughout the flexion profile. In mimicking the range of motion provided in a healthy
joint, the Kinos Axiom implant more evenly distributes the forces during gait. The
polyethylene articular surface, as compared to the constrained bi-condylar designs,
provides the range of motion (ROM) and stability necessary to withstand the rigors of
a patient’s daily activities - including walking on uneven terrain.2 Other devices do not
provide for this anatomically accurate motion profile.3
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The Kinos Axiom’s semi-congruent design is better able to distribute the loads
experienced across the ankle joint and greatly reduces the likelihood of point stress
concentrations during a range of simulated use conditions, as shown in the images
below.4 Point loading creates areas of high stress and friction along the surface of
the polyethylene implant, leading to wear and asymmetric load transfer. Because of
the articulating surfaces, Kinos Axiom is less constrained than the competitors.
Moreover, the medial and lateral aspects of the Kinos Axiom design provide
sufficient constraint to resist excessive loading directed during medial/lateral or
internal/external rotations.4
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All components are available in left and
right configurations in a variety of sizes,
intended for primary surgery and revision
surgery applications. Instrumentation is
provided in a convenient single case.
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Maximizing Implant Stability
Tibial implant loosening is a major concern of total ankle systems. This concern was
addressed through a novel design of the bone-implant interface. The Kinos Axiom
tibial implant employs vertically inserted fixation features that increase the implantto-bone contact area without increasing the overall construct footprint. The vertical
buttresses are oriented to maximally resist clinical loading.4 Additionally, bone
ingrowth holes are provided with an optimal size to promote stability.
In vitro testing was conducted to evaluate the ability of various implant designs to
resist clinically relevant loading. Testing confirms significantly improved implant-tobone stability for the Kinos Axiom implant compared to other systems on the market.4

Foundational
Research
Award winning research,
contributing to the design of the
Kinos Axiom Total Ankle System,
was conducted by Sorin Siegler,
PhD, Director of the Biomechanics
Lab at Drexel University. Dr.
Siegler has been a leader
in orthopedic biomechanics
research for over 30 years. The
new understanding of the natural
articulating joint surfaces this
research provided received the
Clinical Biomechanics award in
2013 from Clinical Biomechanics.
You can view this article at:
https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/abs/pii/
S0268003313002283
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The robust bone fixation features of the Kinos
Axiom® Total Ankle System improve stability in the
following ways:
• Fixation perpendicular to the predominant
loading vector
•Asymmetry to resist torsional loading
• Increased surface area for maximum
bony integration
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